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5/24/2021 

TO: Nevada County Board of Supervisors 

FR: Laura Gerhart, Grass Valley property owner,  

RE: Reopening of the Idaho Maryland Mine 

As a homeowner and long-time resident, I am writing today with deep concern about what I
consider to be Rise Gold/Grass Valley’s efforts to minimize the effects their industrial mining
operation will have on the quiet rural areas around the proposed mine and dump sites. Rise
Gold/Grass Valley is emphasizing that mining will be done 500-1000 feet underground and that the
blasting and crushing will be “unnoticeable and undetectable.”  

Even if this was true, which I do not believe and which is not what the evidence points to in other
“modern” mining efforts, their willingness to downplay the underground operations and overlook
the above ground impacts point to the company’s underlying aim to promote their agenda above
honestly considering the effect the mine will have on our community. 

I am not well-educated in the particulars of the modern mining industry; however, it is easy to
imagine the noise and dust that will be created by mechanisms aimed at getting the rock to the
surface from 500-1000 ft. below. In addition, the line of large trucks idling while waiting to have the
ore loaded and the sound of all that material landing in a truck bed, over and over for 16 hours a day
sounds impactful.   

Then, there is the transportation of it out onto Brunswick Road with a truck every 10 minutes or so
gearing up and down to get out of the compound, at Greenhorn 4 way stop and while turning onto
Whispering Pines. Not to mention the trucks passing back and forth up and down Bennett Road all
day.  

If that’s not enough, the operation includes the sound of morning to night heavy equipment
compacting, excavating, and grading fill piles up to 7 stories tall. That’s 70 feet! That’s higher than
most buildings in our lovely county. Just the beep, beep, beep of the movers constantly backing up
will be excruciating for miles around let alone the noise of the work being done. 

The whole thing sounds like a noisy, intrusive, bad idea. It sounds incredibly impactful. I urge you not
to dismiss or diminish the concerns of residents about the reopening of the Idaho Maryland Mine.
We make up the county. We purchase goods and services, we participate in community life with
work and volunteer activities, we pay taxes, and there are a great many of us who will be affected.  

Please do not bring this disruptive proposition to our area in exchange for less than 300 new jobs
and a relatively small amount of tax revenue that can likely be acquired in a way more conducive to
the health and quality of life that we who live here cherish. 

Respectfully, 

Laura Gerhart 

Dist 3





operations shall not be considered to be a nuisance if such operations are consistent with
accepted customs and standards.  Well I guess that it's the County's position that all of my
grievances listed above are now considered to be consistent with conditions that are
acceptable.  There should be some distinction between normal agriculture and commercial
pot farming.  I hear that Mendocino and Humboldt Counties are becoming more restrictive
due to lessons learned, and that the pot growers are moving their operations to Nevada
County as a result.  Maybe someone should slow things down here before the groundwater
supplies, property values, air quality, public health, safety, and quality of life are further
diminished.  I don't know if there is anything that any of you can do at this point, but I ask you
to please listen to us and try to affect positive change going forward.  Commercial pot farms
should not be in residential neighborhoods, and I hope that some of you can understand why,
and if you do, please do what you can to stop allowing this to happen in our neighborhoods.
Thank you!







Hello Board of Supervisors, 

I have been a resident of District One for over five years.  I chose to relocate here to raise my family in a 
healthy environment that was also my wife’s upbringing as a naAve of Nevada City.  I am very concerned 
with the lack of foresight regarding the cannabis regulatory process as it pertains to the quality of life for 
those living in residenAal neighborhoods.  Yes, I agree that cannabis culAvaAon is appropriate for certain 
geographical and demographic areas of Nevada County.  However, it is not appropriate to permit a 
commercial cannabis operaAon at the end of a residenAal street that was not constructed to 
accommodate the traffic requirements of big rig trucks and addiAonal vehicles to deforest and operate 
the business.  Cannabis is a labor and water intensive crop that presents many issues for our 
neighborhood and many like ours in Western Nevada County. 

It is not fair to compare the culAvaAon of cannabis to that of growing grapes at a winery.  I have lived and 
worked in Napa County and the harvesAng of grapes does not aIract the criminal element as a cannabis 
farm does.  I also have unique local law enforcement experience of responding to vicAms of “pot rips” 
and intercepAng verified Sacramento area gangsters armed with handguns and assault rifles.  These 
criminals had targeted “mom and pop” cannabis grows that were much smaller than what is being 
proposed at the end of our family street.  The hired staff responsible for maintaining the grow are not 
local veIed employees, but are typically people from out of the area that will be driving directly along a 
home school for children aged five to nine years old.  Who will protect these children from possible 
sexual offenders (PC 290 registrants) that may be employees of this operaAon? 

Our neighborhood and most other neighborhoods in District One subsist on well water.  The water 
necessary to grow a 10,000 sq. X. cannabis canopy annually is substanAal to say the least.  What 
recourse is there for the rest of the families that must redrill their well because the commercial 
operaAon at the boIom of our road drained the well(s)?  There has been much talk as of recent 
regarding “quality of life”.  Are the revenue incenAves for new operaAons that great as to devalue the 
long-standing residents of this county?  Should the eight families sacrifice the following to appease the 
new neighbor who relocated for the explicit purpose of cannabis culAvaAon:  increased road wear/
polluAon, water insecurity, deforesAng air polluAon, culAvaAon odor polluAon, increase fire danger from 
electrical supply, unwanted/untrusted employees that pose a danger to the children living and aIending 
school on the street, forAfying property with taller fences and driveway gates, get more guards dogs, 
install lights/cameras, etc. 

There have been short term accommodaAons made to the detriment of healthy family neighborhoods 
for the future in Nevada County.  What kind of consAtuents will you have in the years following the slow 
exodus of families to that of commercial operators when the property values drop, crime increases, wells 
run dry, and an industry that supports transient labor with no connecAon to the community?  The 
cannabis culAvaAon zoning needs to be amended with respect for the well being of generaAons of 
families in mind, not revenue. 

Dist 1
Gusto Curtis








